
How to do: 

Insta-foundations



1 billion people use Instagram every month. 
500 million people use Instagram stories every day.
200 million Instagram users visit at least one business profile daily.
2nd most downloaded app on Apple store (following YouTube).
63% of Instagram users log in at least once per day.

The Stats

Insta-foundations 
a) Setting up a best practice profile
b) Followers and following
c) Navigating the different posting avenues 
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a) Set up a best practice profile
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Perfect for brands to connect with their customers.
Provide access to Instagram analytics. 
Allow you to promote posts.

Perfect for influencers, thought leaders, consultants and for those who want to showcase their personal brand. 
Access creator analytics. 

Personal, Business and Creator Profiles
When setting up your Instagram account, you will have three choices of which 'type' of account you would like; a personal, business or creator profile. You will likely
want to set up a business or creator profile:
 
Business Profiles

Example: Rachel owns an online clothing store and wants to showcase her products and run ad campaigns; a business profile is perfect for her. 
 
Creator Profiles 

Example: Steph is a life coach who would like to share insightful tips for women in business. The creator profile is perfect for her as she doesn't have any intention
to pay to promote her services via Instagram, but will use this as personal brand building. 
 
Profile Image and Bio
Treat your Instagram profile like a digital shop front, it will be the first touch point many new customers will have with your business:
 
Profile Image - You wouldn't have your logo half cut off in your window signage so ensure your logo fits perfectly in this space. If you are a business use your logo or
you can use a profile image if you are personal brand. Use the dimensions 180 x 180 pixels, this will crop well. 
 
Description - Keep your bio short and concise. You can also include hashtags and emojis in this section too. 
Examples: 
"Award winning small business marketing agency, delivering efficient and effective marketing solutions that drive big results for regional businesses."
 
"EAT - Delicious traditional Italian restaurant. 
SHOP - Buy our gourmet pasta sauces online.
RECIPES - See blog for traditional recipes.
#PortMacquariefoodie" 
 
Other Resources
Linktr.ee 
A great way to add links to additional resources for your Instagram followers is through Linktr.ee. It is a free app that allows you to provide multiple links to your
Instagram account such as your website, LinkedIn, blog, online store, podcast and more.
 
Milkshake App 
If you don't have a website, Milkshake app completely solves that problem for you. It is a free app that essentially hosts an Instagram website for you. No desktops,
design or website building skills needed.



b) Followers and Following
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Ask friends, family and business colleagues to give your account a follow to start you off. 
Do the follow / unfollow hack. Go to a page that your potential customers would follow. Go to the 'followers' section and request to follow approx. 20 legitimate
accounts. After 3 days or so, go to your 'following' section and unfollow those accounts. Hopefully in that time, they may have followed you if they are interested.
Note, it's important to only do this every now and again, if you follow and unfollow too many accounts in one day, Instagram may suspend you from following
people.
If you feel confident, you can collaborate with an account with a larger following than you. This could be in the format of a collaborative giveaway or influencer
marketing. 

Finding who to follow
If you are new to Instagram, you'll want to follow some like-minded accounts to interact with; it's called 'social' media after all! 
 
A good rule to keep in mind is think of who your customers will likely be following. If you are following and engaging with similar accounts, you will likely show up in
their app, as Instagram's algorithm works to try and connect users with who they think you will like.
 
To get started, search for like-minded businesses, celebrities, though leaders, etc. and you'll eventually go down the 'following' rabbit hole and hopefully find some
great accounts you can connect with. 
 
Gaining a following
Gaining a following takes work and consistency, it doesn't happen overnight.
 
A few easy ways to gain followers include:  

 
Once you do start to gain followers, you do not have to follow everyone who follows you. Only follow people who you want to see in your feed.
 
Do not buy your following
It is very easy to be tempted with wanting to buy 1000, 10,000 or more followers, but we strongly urge you to never do this. Fake followers will completely 'mess' up
your analytics which become your marketing gold, they do not engage with your account and destroy your credibility. Gaining a following will take time, but doing it
correctly will enhance your business 10x more than spending $200 on fake followers will do. 



Posting avenues on Instagram include feed posts, stories, live and IGTV; all of these avenues have different purposes and types of
content that they are designed for. See our breakdown below of each posting avenue. 
 
Feed Posts
Description: Feed posts are where it all started for Instagram. These posts are what your profile will primarily consist of and is where
you want to post quality content. 
Types of content: Compelling imagery and videos less than 1 minute. Remember the shop front analogy, these posts are one of the
first things potential customers will see, so make sure it is compelling enough for them to stay. Create consistency in the way this
content looks as well, this can be through using similar branding colours or similar filters to generate a 'theme'. Take advantage of
the written captions for storytelling, expression and explanations. 
Frequency: As a rough guide, post at least 1/week and maximum 1/day. A sweet spot is posting every 2-3 days. 
 
Instagram Stories & Highlights
Description: Stories are Instagram's competitive response to Snapchat. They only last for 24hrs (if you don't highlight them) and are
designed to show your 'daily' activity. Stories have really taken off since their introduction on Instagram and are highly effective.
Highlights are used to archive similar stories together for users to see after the 24hr time limit. You can even use the 'Highlights' as
though they are tabs on a website (i.e. About Us, Testimonials, Our Products, Opening Hours, etc.). 
Types of content: Images and 15-second videos. This content does not have to be manicured (in fact, it's better if it's not as that is
more relatable) and their purpose is to show things such as behind the scenes or daily updates. Film in portrait. 
Frequency: 1/day is good. 
 
IGTV
Description: Instagram's response to a series you would see on television or YouTube. 
Types of content: High quality, long-form, vertical videos from 15 seconds to 10 minutes. Perfect for longer promotional videos,
product explanation videos, how-to videos and much more. As this is a relatively under-utilised feature on Instagram, it is beneficial
to take advantage of it. Your IGTV will show up in your Instagram feed and in your IGTV channel. 
Frequency: As required/created.
 
Instagram Live 
Description: Live stream video where you can interact in real-time with your followers. They sit in the same place as your Instagram
story and last for 24hrs once the live has stopped. 
Types of content: Plan in advance what the purpose of the live will be. Are you going to hold a Q&A with your followers, live stream a
product launch event or host a tutorial or class? There's plenty of opportunities with lives and it's a great way to instantly connect
with your followers. Make sure you remind your followers when you plan to go live if you'd like a lot of them online and watching.
Frequency: As required/created. 

c) Navigating the different posting avenues
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How to do: 

Creating and posting content



1 billion people use Instagram every month. 
500 million people use Instagram stories every day.
200 million Instagram users visit at least one business profile daily.
2nd most downloaded app on Apple store (following YouTube).
63% of Instagram users log in at least once per day.

The Stats

Creating and posting content
a) Creating an easy Instagram strategy
b) Creating an easy Instagram schedule
c) Creating the perfect feed post from start to finish
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Instagram strategies do not need to be hard, confusing or stringent. In fact, they are only there to help make your job as a poster easier! Having a simple Instagram
strategy in place will help you avoid 'content-block' and make sure you're not posting the same things all the time and most importantly, ensure what you are
posting online is effective and aligned with your overall marketing strategy. 
 
We recommend to structure your Instagram strategy with content pillars, a simple and effective way of segregating your content. They are used to guide content
ideas and help create a good mix of content. See the below breakdown of how we structure our Instagram strategy. 

a) Creating an easy Instagram strategy
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In terms of frequency, aim to post from at least one pillar per fortnight. However, you can be relatively flexible here. Don't feel the need to stringently stick to
achieving the pillars, they are simply a guide to provide your followers with a range of content types. For example, on a Monday morning you may post an
educational and informative how-to video and on a Friday afternoon you may post a light-hearted meme.



A low cost and easy way to establish an Instagram schedule is to: 
 
1) Set up a Google or shared document that your team can work from and edit (or just use a simple word doc if you are the only one managing the social content). 
2) Create two tables, one will be your content calendar, the other will be your content pillars.
3) The content calendar is where you can plan your content for the month. Simple! 
 
If you would like a 'fancier' Instagram scheduling tool, Later.com and Hootsuite are good options too. However, to get started a simple word doc is completely fine.
 
The below schedule is really just for feed posts, IGTV and Instagram lives. Instagram stories are encouraged to be spontaneous throughout the day. 

b) Creating an easy Instagram schedule
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Hashtags 
People have plenty of differing opinions of how you should use
hashtags, so it is up to you to decide how you'd like to tackle
them.
 
How we use hashtags for our clients is posting them as the first
comment on your post, just so they don't get in the way of the
great caption you've written. 
 
Use 5-10 hashtags on one post and make sure they are location
and industry relevant. Use terms that your customers would
speak in.  

c) Creating the perfect feed post from start to finish

Only post high quality images or videos, nothing pixelated. 
Try and capture people's attention. Imagery or videography
that's messy or disorganised won't stop people. 
Try and make it visually appealing; beautiful images, videos,
graphics, colours, etc. Like we said, Instagram is a visual
platform.

The image or video 
The visual component of your post is probably the most important
part as it occupies the most space. Instagram is a visual platform
and most users will be drawn to the image or video first.
Therefore, you should spend the most time creating the right
image. 
 
Some things to bare in mind: 

The location
Add your location to your post, it's a simple way to help your
audience potentially find you. For example, we are a Port
Macquarie based marketing agency so we have added Port
Macquarie, New South Wales as our location. 

The caption
Captions are the perfect place to harness storytelling. You can
either have longer or shorter captions, but the key is to tell a story
and speak with purpose. 
 
Speak to one person, not many
Write your caption as though you are speaking to one person, not
to many. We don't look at our phone with a group of people, it's
just us and the screen. For example, you would avoid writing "How
is every one today?" and you may write "How are you today?". 
 
Ask questions
Encourage engagement by asking your audience a question. It is
key to getting conversations started on your posts. 
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www.dragonflymarketing.com.au


